Abstract
Introduction
The popularity of High Definition (HD) Video (and beyond) has been growing rapidly along with video streaming across networks with the associated enhanced capability of video capturing devices. This has fueled the development of the recent video compression standard HEVC (H.265) as a continuation of previously developed standards such as H.263 and H.264 [1] . Personal computers, tablets and mobile devices need to receive and display HD videos, and this became a major challenge for today's networks, particularly in terms of capacity, speed and throughput. In addition to addressing the above mentioned technology advancements, HEVC was designed to be backward compatible with H.264/AVC [2] . HEVC reduced the encoded video stream bit rate by approximately 50% while supporting higher resolution [3] . Quad Tree structure is used by HEVC standards as shown in Figure 1 . [1] Each frame is divided into Coding Tree Units (CTUs) that includes a Luma Coding Tree Block (CTB) and two CTBs of Chroma. The selection of the CTU size is carried out in a predefined processing order. The resolution of the CTB varies to allow a trade-off between the quality of the encoded video and bit rate. Typical CTB sizes are 64×64, 32×32, and 16×16. Therefore, rather than macroblocks, the pictures of HEVC are distributed into coding tree blocks, as shown in Figure 2 in raster order. Each CTB is divided into tree structures, all the way down to 8×8. Coding Units (CUs) are considered the main unit used for prediction in HEVC and their size can be as follows: 64×64, 32×32, 16×16, and 8× 8.
An example of a 64×64 CU structure is shown in Figure 2 . The motion estimation complexity aspects and features were considered in HEVC standardization [4] , nevertheless, the added sophisticated encoding tools remain a challenge when realizing HEVC in real-time applications. One of the main methods of reducing the redundancy between frames is inter-picture prediction [1] . This process involves selecting motion data by the encoder and utilizing it by the decoder to reconstruct the original video. Inter-Prediction requires heavy processing, and is considered the main factor in increasing video coding complexity [5] . Within inter-prediction, the motion estimation process is the main contributor to this increased complexity which accounts for more than 50% of coding time [6] . Despite this drawback, block-based motion estimation has been utilized in all previous standards of video coding. This paper proposes an efficient algorithm contributing to the ongoing efforts to reduce video coding complexity in HEVC. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the following section provides a literature review of recent work in the area, followed by a detailed description of the proposed method. The results of experimentation performed to verify the proposed algorithm are presented thereafter. Finally, the last section concludes the paper and discusses possible improvements.
Literature Review
Temporal redundancy is effectively removed by block-based motion estimation; therefore, it is widely used in video coding. The process starts by performing block matching at the encoder level to find similarity between frames, best found matches is indicated by motion vectors. Block matching can be divided into three levels, namely: full, half, and quarter pel. The accuracy samples of halfpel and quarter-pel are generated by interpolation filtering, which is performed for all reference frames. Integer pel is obtained at the first step of most known algorithms, followed by sub-pel (half-pel and quarter-pel), which is limited to positions around the integer pixel's best match.
The Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is the main distortion metric utilized for integer-pel motion search. The Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences (SATD), which is more computationally demanding, is utilized for half-pel and quarter-pel motion search. This is the default encoder setting in the HEVC reference software configuration file.
While exhaustive motion search has been considered as the most accurate one for a number of years, many new efficient algorithms have been tested and implemented in the standard reference software. Most of them use the same principles with different search patterns. An example of an efficient search algorithm is illustrated in figure 4 . The method compromises of a three step to decrease the search point at the integer-pel motion search level [7] . The starting search position is determined by the Predicted Motion Vector (PMV) obtained from previously encoded neighboring CUs. As indicated in the figure, there are three search patterns which are can be used based on the required accuracy. The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Eight Blocks around the center area are selected for comparison.
Step 2: In this step, the size is reduced (usually by 50%). The center is moved to the point with the minimum distortion. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated till the step size becomes smaller than one [8] . Different search schemes have been adopted, Diamond, Square, Hexagon, Cross, Rotating Shapes, to reduce the number of tested blocks between current and reference frames and provide fast coverage for most parts of the search region [9] . Test Zone Search (TZS) is the fast ME algorithm implemented in the HEVC reference software [10] . The algorithm consists of four stages. The first stage is the prediction followed by applying search patterns to find the global minimum point. Thresholds are used in the third stage to terminate the search process based on the results form step 2. In step 4, further refining criteria are added to ensure the resulted best match is the optimal or near optimal.
In this paper we take advantage of frequency domain motion estimation to extract the initial step. Frequency domain ME obtains accurate motion in a fraction of the time consumed by block matching. Then to refine the result and maintain the standard low bit rate, diamond search is applied to validate or to refine the results. The steps of the proposed platform are explained in details in the following sections.
Phase Correlation and Application in HEVC
The amount of image shifting done in the time domain can be best represented by measuring phase correlation [10] . Phase correlation will provide a simple estimation of rigid translational motion between two images. It has been demonstrated in numerous studies that the original method is the best method to identify integer pixel displacements, which has prompted the development of numerous sub-pixel displacement identification methods. Given two input images, the discrete 2D Fourier transform of both images is calculated as shown in Figure 5 . 
Therefore the shift in the spatial-domain is reflected as a phase change in the spectral domain. The cross-correlation between the two frames is:
The normalized cross-power spectrum is:
From equation 2 and 4, we have: The displacement can be found by using the location of the pulse in equation 6. The maximum correlation, achieved when the two images are identical, has a value of 1 at (0, 0) [11].
Figure 6. CU Mapped to YUV Picture from Akyio
In our implementation, the FFTW library with OpenCV were used for image processing, then applying the phase correlation steps mentioned above, to finally extract the shift between CUs. The Phase Correlation is applied to part of the frame and the reference frame, not the entire image. This is due to the fact that special change is not always uniform in one direction. In most motion related frames, different parts of the image move in different directions, thus making phase correlation results not very useful for inter-frame shift estimation, when applied on an entire frame. However, applying it to Coding Units Mapped Coordinates increases the probability that the shift in motion between current part of the frame and the reference actually yields the actual shift. This allows the use of the result as a starting point for a more dedicated search algorithm such as diamond search. The general algorithm operation is highlighted in Algorithm 1.
Phase correlation methods can be applied very effectively from performance point of view. Several measures could be taken into account to improve the performance of such methods, where extensive application on every CU means that any tuning of the process could yield a substantial improvement in final time related measures. 
Diamond Search over Phase Correlation
The previous section explained the method used to apply phase correlation over coding units maps over the YUV picture of current and reference frames. This results in one point representing the shift of the current part of the frame in relevance to the previous one. This point is then fed into a custom diamond search method to finalize the tuning process of finding the optimal point that yields the smallest SAD (Summation of Absolute Differences). The applied Custom Diamond Search method uses a 9 point diamond search with a variable step size halved each iteration, and the best motion vector is placed at the center of the new diamond. The initial center of the diamond is chosen to be in the middle of the search region provided by the algorithm in a previous step, shifted by the results of the phase correlation. 
Experimental Results
This section illustrates the experimental results obtained from applying the proposed method over several sequences of YUV videos. A comprehensive set of experiments has been carried out to validate the proposed algorithm. The testing environment was set on a PC running a 64-bit Windows 10 operating system. The system has and Intel(R) Core™ i5-4200U CPU @ 1.60GHz 2.30 GHz with an 8.00 GB RAM.
Six standard test sequences representing different categories of video have been selected from the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) test set. Table 1 shows detailed comparison by sequence. Time savings of the proposed method against the non-optimized Full Search are expectedly larger than against FastSearch, reaching above 40% in some sequences, although the bitrate/compression penalty is somewhat similar, the margin being within 0.5% on average, between the two.
The preliminary comparison results between the standard full search method and the proposed algorithm, are summarized in Table 3 . Comparison criteria are Bit-rate, Quality (as PSNR), and Execution Time. 
Conclusion
The main objective of this work was to optimize HEVC video encoding speed, at the same quality with a noticeable improvement in execution time. The Diamond Phase Correlation Search presented has shown good performance as an incremental solution to the optimization problem, working in line with other standalone techniques in the motion estimation procedure of HEVC. A variety of approaches is needed for a real-time speed encoding of high resolution video in modern applications. HEVC is the major current video coding standard with various characteristics that make it suitable for the task, hence our adoption of the standard implementation as a base for optimization. Results show little effect on the quality of the encoded video, and a similarly small (~2%) penalty in bitrate as a result of the speed gains presentedroughly 90% reduction in time over the Full Search base method. 
